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ABSTRACT 
This study aims to improve the ability of slow learner students in reading  the 
Quran . This type of research is a single case or single-case research with the 
ABABA intervention model. The research subjects were student at 
Muhammadiyah Junior High School Kulonprogo Yogyakarta. The sampling 
technique used purposive sampling. The data were collected using an assessment 
sheet instrument based on practical tests, observation sheets, and interview 
protocols. The assessment data were analyzed using descriptive statistics in the 
form of scoring based on the results of the test or treatment given based on each 
stage. The enhancement of the subject's ability was carried out by the AIR 
(Auditory Intellectually Repetition) method which is has the banaficial category 
because in a short period it could give results even though it was not optimal. The 
AIR method itself is a learning model with assignments that emphasize 
understanding listening to the material with a practice that is carried out 
repeatedly to gain deep understanding. While the results of observations and 
interviews are described in a narrative. The results of the study concluded that 
there was an increase in the students' ability to read  the Quran  according to the 
observed aspects, namely the increase in the ability of the Makhorijul Huruf, 
Tawjid, and Tartil after attending the training. The ability of the subject's 
Makhorijul Huruf increased 66.6 % than before the intervention, they are from 30 
to 50 as result. Tajwid ability increased 33.3 % from 30 to 40 as result, and Tartil 
ability increased by 14.28 % from 35 to 40 as resultr, and Tartib experienced an 
increase of 100 % from 25 to 50. These results indicate the increase in students' 
ability to read  the Quran in the quite good category.

Kata Kunci: Kemampuan 
membaca Al-Quran, slow 
learner, makharijul huruf, 
Tajwid, Tartil

ABSTRAK  
Penelitian ini betujuan untuk meningkatkan kemampuan siswa slow learner 
dalam membaca al quran. Jenis penelitian adalah kasus tunggal dengan model 
intervensi ABABA. Subyek penelitian berjumlah 1 orang siswa Sekolah 
Menengah Pertama Muhammadiyah di Kulonprogo Yogyakarta. Teknik sampling 
menggunakan purposive sampling. Pengambilan data menggunakan instrument 
lembar penilaian berdasarkan tes praktik, lembar observasi dan protokol 
wawancara. Data penilaian dianalisis dengan statistik deskriptif dalam bentuk 
pemberian skor berdasarkan hasil tes atau treatment yang diberikan berdasarkan 
masing-masing tahapan. Peningkatan kemampuan subyek dilakukan dengan 
metode AIR, yaitu Auditory Intellectually Repetition yang secara pelaksanaan 
termasuk kategori efektif karena dengan waktu yang pendek dapat memberikan 
hasil kemampuan meskipun belum maksimal. Metode AIR sendiri merupakan 
model pembelajaran dengan pemberian tugas yang menekankan pada 
pemahaman mendengar materi dengan praktek yang dilakukan secara berulang-
ulang untuk mendapatkan pemahaman mendalam. Sedangkan hasil observasi dan 
wawancara di deskripsikan secara naratif. Hasil penelitian disimpulkan bahwa 
ada peningkatan kemampuan siswa dalam membaca al-Quran sesuai aspek yang 
diamati yaitu pada peningkatan kemampuan Makhorijul Huruf, Tawjid dan Tartil 
setelah mengikuti pelatihan. Kemampuan Makhorijul Huruf subyek meningkat 
66,6 % dari awal sebelum dilakukan intervensi yaitu 30 menjadi 50. Kemampuan 
Tajwid meningkat 33,3 % dari 30 menjadi 40, dan kemampuan tartil meningkat 
14,28 % dari 35 menjadi 40 dan tertib mengalami kenaikan 100 % dari 25 
menjadi 50. Hasil ini menunjukan kenaikan kemampuan siswa dalam membaca 
al quran masuk pada kategori baik.
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1. Introduction 
Islam teaches that education is an absolute necessity for humans. education is a learning process 

that starts with the ability to read, write and reason logically [1]. Education in another sense is a 
conscious effort made by educators to guide, educate, train, direct students to realize the expected 
educational goals [2]. Education can also be interpreted as a process of preparing the younger 
generation to carry out their daily lives and to fulfill their life goals more effectively and efficiently 
[3]. The existence of education will be able to develop existing abilities in students in realizing 
competencies in cognitive, affective, and psychomotor fields which will later be needed for 
themselves and society. The educational learning process is a key to the achievement and success of 
the goals of education. Learning is a form of the learning process that is built by educators to 
develop creative thinking that can improve students' thinking abilities and can increase their ability 
to construct new knowledge to increase good mastery of subject matter [4]. 

This need for education should automatically be provided for normal children or children with 
special needs. This is strengthened by the provisions that have been outlined in Law number 20 of 
2003 concerning the National Education System. In chapter IV article 5 paragraph 1 it is stated that 
every citizen has the same right to obtain quality education [5]. In article 5, paragraph 2, which 
states that "citizens who have physical, mental, intellectual, emotional and social disabilities are 
entitled to special education based on the above law, it can be understood that all citizens, including 
students with special needs, also have the right to get an education. 

However, what happened in the field was not as expected. There are many gaps in the learning 
process, especially for children with special needs. The existence of educational regulations 
regarding inclusive schools, where every school must accept children with special needs also raises 
problems. Schools that are not ready to accept children with special needs, on the one hand, must 
prepare teachers who have the competence to teach inclusive children [6]. The curriculum must also 
be adjusted so that young children can receive learning well. Schools must also prepare complete 
infrastructure and facilities. The existence of the above problems raises problems for schools. Not to 
mention that personally, other problems usually arise, namely the existence of bullying by normal 
students towards children with special needs [7]. 

The curriculum field also has its problems [8]. In inclusive schools, children with normal and 
special needs get the same curriculum [9]. This makes teachers have to have high creativity and 
innovation to keep providing material according to the existing curriculum. On the other hand, not 
all teachers have good competence to teach in an inclusive class [10]. In general, all children, 
whether normal or with special needs, must get character education, one of which is in the material 
of religious education [11]. Religious education as a compulsory subject in schools also has 
problems in its learning practices, especially children with special needs, such as slow learner / slow 
learner children, autism, Down syndrome, and others. Children with special needs have their types 
and characters in their learning interactions [12]. so they also need special treatment in the learning 
process. 

Islamic religious education, which one of the goal is to strengthen religious aspects in the form of 
student attitudes and behavior, of course also has its problems. Religious education is needed by 
every individual not only for worship but also as a provision in life, especially about social relations 
in their environment. One of the materials in Islamic religious education is reading the Koran. 
Teaching al Quran is one of the obligations in developing children's potential in the field of religious 
education.  

In the learning process, which includes religious education learning, of course, many factors will 
influence the success of this learning. Globally, the factors that affect student learning can be 
grouped into 3 types. First, internal factors, namely factors that come from within students, which 
are focused on the state or condition of the student's physical and spiritual. Second, external factors, 
namely factors that come from outside the students, which are focused on the environmental 
conditions around the students. Third, the learning approach factor, namely the type of student 
learning effort which includes the methods and strategies used by students to carry out learning 
activities from subject matter [13]. Educators must educate according to children's needs so that 
students can accept and respond to learning easily. Teachers must have creativity in delivering 
material in learning and have special skills in various methods and methods of delivery. 
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This study will examine the ability to read the Koran for children with special needs who are 
categorized as slow learners / slow learners. Slow learner children are children who have a learning 
delay, where they have low learning achievement (below the average of children in general) either 
only in one subject or even all subjects, but the slow learner is not classified as a mentally retarded 
child [14].Slow learner children usually take longer than other students. Physically, slow learner 
children have no difference from other children [15]. But children's abilities like this will be seen 
during learning. The slower ability of their peers makes slow learner children need special 
educational services [16]. The need for special services for slow learner children in learning [17], is 
usually related to: 1) difficulty in understanding abstract concepts; 2) limited vocabulary skills; 3) 
low learning motivation; 4) longer in understanding the material; and 5) Requires repetition in 
material giving [18]. 

Teachers who teach students with special needs are required to have complete skills and 
knowledge abilities. By the provisions, four competencies must be possessed, namely teaching skills 
(pedagogic), professional abilities, personal abilities, and social abilities. All these competencies 
academically will help students understand the subject matter given. No exception for children with 
special needs. Not all of these abilities are possessed by teachers. This problem has an impact on the 
achievement of school targets and goals. The problem that arises is that there is a teacher strategy 
model in improving Islamic religious learning, especially in increasing the ability to read the Koran 
for slow learner children. 

Realizing the importance of religious education, especially reading the Koran for slow learner 
children, this research will answer research questions about the strategy of improving reading the 
Koran like slow learner students. This study will also answer the obstacles and obstacles faced by 
teachers in implementing learning to improve the ability to read the Koran for slow learner children. 
The focus of this research will explain the process of implementing Islamic religious learning 
specifically for reading the Koran. The implementation of logging starts from the preparation, 
implementation, and evaluation of the learning that has been done. 

2. THEORETICAL REVIEW 
2.1. Understanding slow learner 

A Slow Learner is a child who has a lower intellectual level than normal children of his age, but 
slow learner children are not included as mentally retarded [19], because slow learners do not have a 
history of mental retardation, it's just that their intellectual abilities are slightly below normal 
children [20]. 

Slow Learners (slow learner) students are students who fail to learn at the same speed learned by 
the majority of other students [21]. He failed to learn, in an academic setting, what the teachers 
thought he should learn. Added by Featherstone [22] that slow learner children are children of the 
same age but have limitations in understanding, emotions, and attention. 

From some of the opinions above, it can be concluded that slow learner children are children 
who have slightly lower intellectual potential than normal children of their age. The characteristics 
of slow learner children usually experience obstacles or delays in thinking (slow in thinking), 
respond to stimuli, adapt to the social environment, but are better than mentally retarded children 
and are slower than normal children [23]. So that in learning slow learner children must take longer 
to learn [24]. Besides that, special attention is also given to learning to develop its potential 
optimally. 
2.2 Ability to read Al Quran 

Islamic Religious Education is a conscious and planned effort to prepare students to recognize, 
understand, appreciate, and believe in Islamic teachings, coupled with demands to respect adherents 
of other religions about inter-religious harmony to create national unity and unity [25]. Or it could 
be explained that Islamic Religious Education is a conscious and planned effort in preparing 
students to know, understand, appreciate, believe in, pious, have a noble character, practice Islamic 
teachings from the main source of the holy books al-Qur'an and al-Hadith [26]. Through guidance 
activities, teaching exercises, and the use of experiences [27]. The Quran itself as a holy book means 
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"perfect reading". This means that in reading the Quran the spelling of letters per letter is very 
important because it can affect the meaning and meaning [28]. 

Based on this understanding, according to the learning of reading Al-Quran, several things need 
to be considered in reading skills, namely the ability to read partially, according to the rules of 
recitation and the makhrojul letters. 

The definition of tartil in general is reading slowly by paying attention to the recitation. By Ash-
shabuni, tartil is given the meaning of reading the Quran quietly slowly, and the letters [29]. With 
slow and clear reading, the person who hears it will be able to both understand and contemplate its 
meaning. Meanwhile, Al-Maraghi added that the meaning of tartil is to present the heart when 
reading, not just removing the letters from the throat by wrinkling the face, mouth, and singing 
rhythm [30]. 

By the above understanding, it can be concluded that the understanding of the ability to read the 
Qur'an in tartil is to read slowly with good reading, by the letter's makhrojul and make people who 
hear it happy and interested in the reading and its meaning. Another ability in reading the Quran is 
about the mahkrojul letter and its recitation. Tajweed is a way of reading the Quran properly and in 
an orderly manner according to its makhraj, short length, thickness, thinness, buzzing or not as well 
as the rhythm of the tone and the stop sign [28]. What is meant by makhraj is the place where the 
hijaiyah letters come out. So the ability of makhraj is the ability to pronounce hijaiyah letters 
according to their place of exit. 

The ability requirements that students must have in learning the Quran require students to be able 
to do everything well. All of these activities are carried out in order and properly or in an orderly 
manner. Because with good ability to read the Quran, students are expected to be able to learn the 
reading and the content of the Qur'an is also better. 

The problem that often arises in the field is that the ability to read the Quran is different from one 
child to another. No exception for children who are slow learners / slow learners. The existence of 
this problem is interesting for researchers to examine more deeply how the teacher's strategy in 
improving the ability of slow learner or slow learner students in reading the Qur'an before and after 
being given intervention or treatment. 
2.3 Al-Quran reading strategies for slow learner students 

Technically, slow learner children can be improved by special methods. As explained by Girish 
[31] that the academic function of children who learn slowly can improve significantly if they are 
given individual education. After going through the training program, most children have increased 
their potential, talents, and abilities to learn. 

In this study, one of the learning strategies that are expected to be able to improve the ability of 
slow learner students in reading the Quran is to provide special intervention or treatment [32]. The 
intervention that will be provided by using the Auditory Intellectually Repetition (AIR) learning 
model method includes three aspects, they are: Auditory (hearing), Intellectually (thinking), and 
Repetition (repetition) individually [33]. is that slow learner students will be given learning with the 
drill method personally to find out their initial abilities as well as to improve students' abilities after 
receiving treatment or intervention. This intervention will only look at students' abilities in the 
ability of Makharijul Huruf, Tartil, Tajwid, and Tartib. 

3. Method 
3.1. General Background 

This research is single case research. Single case research or SCR is a study that makes a 
research design in the form of intervention or treatment of subjects that effectively documents 
that improvements have occurred [34]. This research design is usually a case that occurs in 
individuals/singles whose subjects can occur in students, teachers, or even parents. SCR research 
is a study that allows using one subject by following the logic of experimental research types 
[35]. 
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The intervention design used the ABABA design by Kratochwill's presentation that at least 
five points were observed [36]. Where A is pre-intervention / baseline 1, B is the first 
intervention, second A is baseline 2, the second B is intervention 2, and third A is the final 
condition [37]. 

The development of students' reading ability from the initial condition to the fifth condition 
was continuously observed and reported. The intervention intended in this study is to provide 
training for students who are research subjects. Students are explained the basic principles in the 
ability to read the Koran, namely, about mahkrojul letters, tawjid, tartil, and their order. This 
indicator of increase occurs when the intervention has been carried out. 

One of the characteristics of single-case research is the use of interventions or the provision of 
stimulants to subjects. Stimulants are given using the AIR method, Auditory Intellectually 
Repetition (AIR). The AIR method is a learning model with assignments that emphasize listening 
comprehension in a repeated manner [38]. This repetition is expected to increase students' 
understanding. The task given is to practice reading the Koran repeatedly. Maulana added that the 
AIR learning model considers that a lesson will be effective if it considers three things, namely 
Auditory, Intellectual, and Repetition. Auditory means that the ear senses are used in learning by 
listening, speaking, presenting, arguing, expressing opinions, and responding [39]. Intellectual 
means that thinking skills need to be trained through training in reasoning, creating, solving 
problems, constructing, and implementing. Repetition means repetition is needed in learning so 
that understanding is deeper and broader, students need to be trained through solving questions, 
giving assignments or quizzes. 

This AIR learning model is expected to be suitable to be applied in learning to read the Koran 
for slow learner students. This AIR learning model also aims to improve students' reasoning 
abilities. The Intellectual part of the AIR method which means the ability to think encourages 
students to slowly train to reason, create, solve problems, construct, and apply. 
3.2. Participants 

This AIR learning model is expected to be suitable to be applied in learning to read the Koran 
for slow learner students. This AIR learning model also aims to improve students' reasoning 
abilities. The Intellectual part of the AIR method which means the ability to think encourages 
students to slowly train to reason, create, solve problems, construct, and apply. 

This Single Case Research was conducted at junior high schools based on religious schools in 
Yogyakarta which have implemented inclusive schools. The research was conducted for two 
months, namely September and October 2019. The subject of this study was a student with the 
initials M class XIII who is a student with the slow learner category. Selection of subjects using a 
purposive technique, where the criteria subject has been determined before, specifically students 
with the slow learner category [40]. The purpose of giving participants initials is intended to 
maintain privacy and protect information about the subject [41]. Participant profiles can be seen 
in table 1. 

Table 1. Participants Profile 

3.3.  Research Instruments and Procedures 
Before conducting the research, the first step conducted by the researcher was to ask 

permission for research at school and also ask the participants' permission to become the research 
subject. The design of this study uses procedures; 1) the researcher determines the subject; 2) the 
researcher explains the ability to read the Qoran; 3) the researcher makes the first observation 
and the teacher who is appointed to conduct the Quran reading test; 4) the researcher determines 
the student's initial condition based on the test results A1; 5) the researcher asked the teacher to 
give the first student intervention on subject/B1; 6) the researcher made a second observation 
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when the test was repeated/A2; 7) the researcher conducted a third intervention through teacher/
B2; 8) the researcher carried out the third observation to see the latest condition of the students/
A3. 

The instrument used in this study was an observation sheet in the form of a checklist of 
intervention results and also an interview protocol or guide. The checklist is used to determine 
students' abilities before and after obtaining research interventions. Meanwhile, the interview 
guide is used to gather information about the subject's condition from the aspects of personality 
and competence, and attitudes. 
3.4. Data analysis 

The research data analysis technique was conducted using descriptive statistical techniques 
which will provide an overview through graphs, tables, and others so that it is easier to 
understand [42]. The analysis procedure is carried out in three stages, namely reducing the data 
based on the research results, presenting the data, and analyzing it in a narrative form to provide 
an interpretation of the data that has been obtained. 

4. Results and Discussion 
Based on the results of data analysis, it was found that slow learner students had increased 

abilities in the aspects studied. Slow learner / slow learner students in this study will look at four 
aspects, namely about reading the Koran based on Makhorijul Huruf, Tajwid, Tartil and Tartib. The 
ability to read the Quran based on these four aspects, there are at least 2 aspects that can be mastered 
by students, namely aspects of the mahkrojul letter and tawjid. The results of preliminary 
observations or observations based on the reading test carried out found that students did not have 
this minimum ability so that it was necessary to give an intervention to improve their Quran reading 
ability. In the initial test, it was found that students had the Makhorijul Huruf ability of 30, the 
Tajwid ability of 30, the Tartil ability of 30, and the Tartib ability of 25. 

Based on the above conditions, the specially appointed teacher takes a reading test to determine 
the first baseline (Precondition). After that, they are asked to intervene or treat slow learner students 
how to read. The form of intervention carried out was that students were taught repeatedly about 
how to read the letter macros, tajwid, and tartil. The next stage after being given the treatment was 
observed by the researcher in the observation sheet. The second intervention is given back. The last 
one will be observed to be the final result of the student's postcondition. The difference in results 
between the pre-condition and post-condition can be seen in Figure 1. 

Fig. 1. The ability of Slow Learner students before and after the intervention 
The results of students' abilities based on the data above indicate that there are differences in 

student abilities before and after the intervention. In the phase before the intervention was given, the 
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students' ability to read al-Quran tests was the Makhorijul Huruf in number 30, Tajwid in number 
30, and Tartil at number 35, and Tartib in reading at number 25. After the intervention was carried 
out there was an increase in the results, namely the student's ability to read the al-Quran is number 
40, Tajwid in number 50, and Tartil at number 40, and Tartib read at number 50. 

The results of further data show that direct treatment or a coaching system (mentoring one child) 
with the AIR method can improve students' abilities in reading the Quran. In interpreting the change 
in the panic in reading the Quran, slow learner students can do it based on the category of 
assessment as in table 2. 

Table 2. Rating Category 

Observation sheets are also used to observe the development of students' abilities in reading the 
Koran from the initial conditions to the conditions after the intervention. In the observation sheet, 
each aspect will be seen based on before the intervention occurred and after the intervention was 
made. The observation results can be seen in Figure 2. 

Fig. 2. Observation results in the ability to read the Holy Quran 
Figure 2 shows that the reading ability of slow learner children has increased according to the 

aspects measured after the intervention. Student interviews were added to the data collection to 
reinforce the results of the assessment with the intervention. Regarding the benefits of this self-
learning model, students said that “studying alone with the teacher makes it easier to read the Qoran. 
Not ashamed of friends ”. 

As for the weaknesses, students feel that “not all teachers want to guide them. And it took a long 
time to understand ”. Information from the interview results illustrates that there are still problems 
faced by slow learner children, one of which is the absence of a special companion teacher in 
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teaching reading the Koran. Also, the need for a long time will interfere with the learning process in 
general for all students. Support within the family, especially from parents, also affects the increase 
in students' ability to read the Qoran. Repetitive activities at school and home will certainly make it 
easier for students to improve their abilities. 

The results showed that the ability of students after receiving the intervention increased. But 
students' skills in reading the Qoran still need to be developed again. Even though they have been 
given repeated training and are continuously monitored the results are by observations, there are still 
several things that need to be addressed. The availability of teachers and special time in teaching 
reading skills for slow learner students needs to be considered [43]. Besides giving intensive 
motivation to students to keep learning also needs to be done continuously [44]. 

Learning models and strategies for improving reading the Qur'an are done using drills or given 
special and continuous training. Repetitive activities will improve students' understanding and skills 
[45]. The complex learning needs for slow learner students in education are certainly homework 
together. There are two important elements, especially in inclusive schools, that the ability of 
teachers is a major factor in the success of learning, especially religious learning. Teachers are 
required to master the required competencies such as pedagogical, professional, and other 
competencies [46]. Teacher competence regarding the theory and practice of learning for inclusive 
children needs to be improved in the form of continuous training. This means that competency 
training is given not only once or twice, but needs to be continuous and structured. Considering the 
demands for inclusive schools in every region, this is a big challenge for the world of education 
[47]. 

Looking at the results of analysis and observation, it can be found that the increase in the 
provision of interventions has shown an effect, although not too significant. This is because the 
provision of intervention may still be lacking. After all, it only intervened twice. More interventions 
will further improve the results. But this also has a relationship with the duration of time required. 
The more interventions and observations provided, the longer it will take. 

The results of the interviews also reinforce the results that the use of interventions for students 
makes students interested and enthusiastic about learning. Even though teachers need more time and 
sacrifice time for other students. 

Another thing that can be concluded from this research is that about the learning system in 
inclusive schools, in general, readiness is needed for schools to prepare all tools for learning, both 
related to curriculum, teaching teachers, and media that make learning easier. On the other hand, the 
need for comprehensive learning for inclusive schools is the importance of developing teacher 
competence in the form of continuous training. For this reason, no small amount of funding is 
required. Therefore schools must be ready and provide funds for the sake of the success of the 
educational goals that have been announced. But not all schools have readiness for implementation. 
Also, the condition of schools which usually do not have teachers who specifically handle children 
with special needs, especially slow learner children. This is one of the main obstacles. 

Also, other factors can become obstacles, such as the emergence of students' lack of self-
confidence or insecurity, lack of motivation and support from parents, and the absence of assistance 
in parents, especially in providing education to read the Koran. 

5. Conclusion 
There are at least three conclusions obtained in this study. First, there is an increase in the 

ability of slow learner students in reading Quran after attending special training conducted by 
teachers by the areas being assessed, namely makhrojul letter, tawjid and tartil. Second, special 
learning for slow learner children with special coaching and drill methods has great benefits. 
Technically, it helps students in improving their ability to read the Quran. Third, collectively, the 
learning process for inclusive children, especially those in the slow learner category, needs more 
attention. Because they have abilities that are almost the same as normal children in terms of 
intelligence. only able to catch and understand is a little slow. 

If the student's ability to read the Quran is expected to improve, it is necessary to do special, 
more intensive training with coaching and drill models and sufficient time so that the results 
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obtained are more optimal. The results of this research can also be a recommendation for future 
studies that carry similar themes. Two things need to be considered based on the results of this study. 
First, the need for continuous training for teachers who specifically handle the learning of slow 
learner children. Second, it is necessary to develop other methods for a more diverse variety of 
learning. Many limitations are still experienced in this study. This research is still being carried out 
in a limited scope. Also, this type of research has not been explored and developed in more depth. 
This limitation can be followed up by subsequent studies that are stronger methodologically and 
increasingly from exploring the theme. 
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